
ELA: GRADE 6 

pg. #  Answers/Response Guidance -- Reading  
Activities 

pg. #  Answer/Response Guidance -- Evaluating 
an Argument 

41-42 Guided Practice: Answers may vary: 
1. The thunder was so loud, we thought maybe
the Fourth of July had come early./2. It poured
for an hour. When we finally got out of the car,
each of our sleeping bags had soaked up a
bathtub–full of water.

 Independent Practice: 1. A, 2. D, 3. B, 4. D 

181 

183 

Choice C is correct. 

Show Your Thinking-Sample Response: 
The author does not support her argument 
well. While she gives some reasons as 
support  for her claims, she provides no facts 
or concrete evidence as proof. 

1. D, 2. B, 3. Sample response: The editorial
does not present a sound argument about
why yearbooks should not be censored.
Only one of the author’s claims is well
supported; he points to students’ right to
free
speech and uses the First Amendment as
support. His second claim about student
creativity leading to “interesting yearbooks,”
however, is not supported by solid evidence.
Also, his answer to a claim made by the
opposing side is not strong or convincing.

43-44 Guided Practice: extracts: 3, extract: 2, accounts: 
1, account for: 2  

Independent Practice: 1. B, 2. A, 3. B, 4. C 

185  ELT SHOULD be implemented in Andover 
because. . . provides more time for learning. 
/ allows teachers to learn new skills.  

ELT SHOULD NOT be implemented in 
Andover because. . . funding may not be 
available in future years./ helps students in 
struggling schools. 

45-46 Guided Practice: 1. state, declare, insist, 2. deny, 
3. acrid, unpleasant, 4. sugary, sweet
Independent Practice: 1. A, 2. C, 3. A, 4. D

186  2A: B; 2B: E; 3. A 

47-49 Modeled Instruction: Inference Chart: Answers 
will vary, but should include details about how 
Athena is upset. Written Response: Answers will 
vary. Explanation should show how the inference 
students wrote and the detail are connected. 
Guided Instruction: Circling: Answers will vary. 
Guided Instruction: Correct answer is B Guided 
Instruction: Written Response – Answers will 
vary. 

Answer/Response Guidance -- Interim 
Assessment  

50-51 Guided Practice: Underlining – Answers will vary 
Guided Practice: 1. B, 2. D Guided Practice: 
Question 3 – Answers will vary. 

1A: A; 1B: D 

2. The first three stanzas of “The Migration of the 
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52-54  Independent Practice: 1. B, 2. C, 3. B, 4. D, 5. 
Answers will vary 

Grey Squirrels” presents a peaceful scene which 
abruptly changes in the last three stanzas. This 
illustrates the poem’s theme that nature is 
unpredictable.   
 
3. D, E  
 
4.  Both of us were entirely confident of our abilities, 
having worked as Boy Scout leaders for over a 
decade. / We were strong, able men, and there 
wasn’t much about forest or wildlife that we didn’t 
know. / They show that the narrator is confident 
because of their training as a boyscout leaders and 
that he thinks “there wasn’t much about forest or 
wildlife we didn’t know.” The rest of the paragraph 
describes what they do but not the narrator’s point 
of view of confidence.  
 
5. C, E  
 
6. “In the story, the connotation of the phrase “a dark 
shaggy shadow” is that something menacing was 
lurking. The context of the passage reveals the 
connotation of the figurative language since the 
men are frightened and understand that there is 
actually a menacing animal present.  
 
7.  In the story, the figurative language comparing 
the men to “a pair of crabs scuttling” is meant to 
indicate that the frightened campers moved quickly. 
The context reveals that the campers were 
frightened and moved quickly. There is no indication 
of them being cowardly or clumsy.  
 
8. Beginning -- C; End -- D 9. Answers will vary.  

55-59  6. D, 7. C, 8A. B, 8B. D, 9. C, 10. C, 11, Answers will 
vary 

60-63  12. B, 13. A, F, 14A. C, 14B, Answers will vary, 15. B, 
16A. A, 16B. D 

64-71  1. D, 2. A, 3. C, 4. C, 5A. B, 5B. D, 6–9: Answers will 
vary 
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Page 1 

1) 8.4 or 8 2
5 

2) 327 

3) 1,723 

4) 1,210.6 or 1,210 3
5 

5) 25,069 

6) 19,233.4 or 19,233 2
5 

7) 6 

8) 66 

9) 4,275 

10) 3,499.25 or 3,449 1
4  

 

Pages 2-3 

1) 33.16 

2) 65.978 

3) 25.024 

4) 71.92  

5) 3.444 

6) 83.8  

7) 34.186 

8) 53.977 

9) 22.92 

10) 13.715 

 

11) 2,268.336 

12) 4.48 

13) 31.35 

14) 193.29  

15) 1,351.92 

16) 20  

17) 13.76 

18) 29.5 

19) 42.5 

20) 7.3 

 Page 4 
(a) The ratio of cups of water to 

cups of flour is 2:1. 
The ratio of cups of flour to 
cups of water is 1:2. 

 
(b) The ratio of peaches to dollars 

is 3:5. 
The ratio of dollars to peaches 
is 5:3. 

 
(c) The ratio of miles to hours is 6:2. 

The ratio of hours to miles is 2:6. 

 
 

 Pages 5-6 
Answers will vary. 
 
On Friday night, each ticket 
costs $16 and the unit rate is 
16.  On Saturday night, each 
ticket costs $18 so the unit rate 
is 18.  The brother needs to 
buy tickets for the concert on 
Friday night.  The cost of 6 
tickets is $96. 
 
 
Page 7 
(a), (b), and (d) are all correct. 

 

Page 8 
1) 48 red beads 
2) 8 bracelets 
3) 3 red beads per bracelet; I looked at the 

table and saw that there were 3 red 
beads for 1 bracelet, which gave me the 
rate. 

4) No, James is not correct.  He used a 
ratio of 1 red bead to 3 bracelets, but the 
ratio is 3 red beads to 1 bracelet.  He 
would need 75 red beads to make 25 
bracelets. 

 Page 9 
5) The restaurant 

expects to sell 40 
glasses of orange 
juice in 1 hour. 

6) It will take 2 hours, 
or 120 minutes, to 
sell 200 cups of 
coffee. 

7) More; Explanations 
will vary. 

 Page 10 
1) (8,24) 
2) Answers will vary. 
3) (3,9) 
4) No, she is not correct.  

The unit rate tells you 
that each step is 3 
feet, so the number of 
feet is always 3 times 
the number of steps. 

 

 Page 11 
5) Answers will vary. 
6) Yes, the ratios are equivalent 

because the second term in 
each ratio is 4 times the first 
term. 

7) 6 yards of white yarn 
8) Yes; Explanations will vary. 
9) 17 1

2 pages 

10) Yes; Explanations will vary. 

‘ 

Pages 12-13 
1) B 
2) D 

Possible answer: 
Oscar reversed the 
order of the numbers 
in the ordered pair. 

3) (a) True, (b) False,     
(c) False, (d) True 

4) B and C 
5) Ralph earns more per 

hour.  After 12 hours, 
Ralph earns $2 more 
than Rosa. 

 

 

Pages 14-15 
1) C 
2) Yes.  
3) B; Explanations 

will vary. 
4) (a) True, (b) False, 

(c) True, (d) True 
5) Jorge is correct.  

There are 198 
inches in 5.5 
yards. 

6) D 

 Pages 16-17 
1) 70

100 

2) The answers are the 
same. 

3) 300; 
75
100 ×

400
1 = 300; 

Explanations will 
vary. 

4) 120 students chose 
conserving natural 
resources. 

5) 72; 
24
100 ×

300
1 = 72; 

Explanations will 
vary. 

6) Maggie has 35 
puzzles left to do. 

 

 Pages 18-19 
1) Possible answer: Divide 30 by 3 to get 10.  Then, 

divide 27 by 3 to get 9.  10% of Carmen’s earnings is 
$9. 

2) 10 times 
3) Possible explanation: Multiply 10 by 10 to get 100.  

Then, multiply 9 by 10 to get 90.  This means that 
100% of Carmen’s earnings is $90. 

4) 500 students; Explanations will vary. 
 
 

 
5) 60 books; Explanations will vary.  

 
 
 

6) Omar has $117 left to spend. 
 

Page 20 
In the 20 cups of purple paint, 
there are 8 cups of blue paint 
and 12 cups of red paint. 

 

 

Pages 22-23 
1) 3; 3; 3; 3; (3,3) 
2) No, Point G is 2 units 

to the right of the 
origin and 1 unit up 
from the origin, so 
the ordered pair is 
(2,1). 

3) (4,2): Explanations 
will vary. 

4)    
 
 
 
 
 

5) 𝑃𝑃(1,4), 𝑄𝑄(3,3), 𝑅𝑅(2,1) 
 

 

 
6)     

 
 
 
 
 

7) Answers will vary. 
8) C 
9) The park is 4 units to 

the right and 1 unit 
down from the 
school. 

 
 

 Pages 24-25 
1) See number line below (question 3). 
2) Answers will vary. 
3)    
 
4) Yes; Two numbers are opposites when they are 

the same distance from 0.  So 0 is its own 
opposite. 

5) Answers will vary. 
6)     
 
 
7) Pavel is not correct.  Explanations will vary. 
8) (a) -3, (b) 6, (c) -5, (d) 4 
9) -20; The negative number shows that they 

missed the goal by $20. 
10) Answers will vary. 
 
 

 
Page 21 
Possible answer: 
Tonya correctly notices that 
there is one 

2
3 cup serving of 

rice in 1 cup, and there is 
1
3 

cup of rice left over.  But, she 
is mixing up the quantities of 
servings and cups in her 
answer.  

1
3 cup of rice is 

1
2 of a 

serving.  There are 1 1
2 

servings in 1 cup of rice if 
each serving is 

2
3 cup. 
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Pages 26-27 
Alex is correct in 
saying that the 
two distances 
are opposites.  
Alex is incorrect 
about his total 
dive distance.  
The total dive 
distance is 30 
feet.   
 
Explanations 
will vary. 

 Page 28 
A. 4; 4 units 

away from 
zero 

B. -2; 2 units 
away from 
zero 

C. -5 or 5 
D. -2 or 2 
E. -4 

 Pages 29-30 
1) −1 > −4 
2) His score would 

appear to the left of 
the other players’ 
scores.  The numbers 
go from least to 
greatest as you move 
left to right along the 
line, and the lowest 
score wins. 

3) 1 > −3 or −3 < 1 

 
4) Joshua is not correct.  

On a number line, -9 
is to the left of 2, so    
−9 < 2. 

5) (a) 𝑎𝑎 > 𝑏𝑏 and 𝑏𝑏 < 𝑎𝑎; 
Explanations will vary. 
(b) Answers will vary. 

6) (a) Answers will vary. 
(b) 𝑚𝑚 < 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑝𝑝 > 𝑚𝑚 

 

 

Pages 31-32 
1) Kit; Numbers increase in value from 

left to right along a number line, so 
the student with the least value is 
the farthest to the left on the 
number line. 

2) Joe; The student with the greatest 
value is the farthest to the right on 
the number line. 

3) Kit, Ina, Mai, Larry, Joe 
4) Between Ina and Mai 
5) (a) P, J, L, K, M 

(b) Between L and K 
6) Pike 
7) Answers will vary. 

 

Page 33 
A.      

 
 

B. Statements 1 and 3 are true.  Statements 2 
and 4 are false.  Explanations will vary. 

 

Page 35 
6) 12𝑝𝑝 − 8𝑝𝑝 
7) 12𝑝𝑝 − 8𝑝𝑝 =

𝑝𝑝(12 − 8) =
4𝑝𝑝 

8) Onaje; 
Possible 
explanation: 
Paula did 
not 
distribute 
the common 
factor. 

9) (a) Answers 
will vary. 
(b) Answers 
will vary. 

 

Page 36 
1) There are four 

groups of five 1-tiles 
and one 𝑥𝑥-tile. 

2) 20 + 4𝑥𝑥 
3) 4 and (5 + 𝑥𝑥) 
4) I can multiply 5 and 𝑥𝑥 

by 4 in the first 
expression to get 
(4 ∙ 5) + (4 ∙ 𝑥𝑥), which 
equals 20 + 4𝑥𝑥. 

5) Yes, they both 
simplify to 20 + 4𝑥𝑥; 
another equivalent 
expression is (4 ∙ 5) +
(4 ∙ 𝑥𝑥). 

 Page 37 
6) Possible answers: 

(7 ∙ 3𝑥𝑥) − (7 ∙ 4) and 21𝑥𝑥 − 28 
7) The width of the play area is (7 + 𝑥𝑥) 

yards. 
8) Possible answers: 

(6 ∙ 2) + (6 ∙ 5𝑥𝑥) and 6(2 + 5𝑥𝑥) 
9) Yes; Explanations will vary. 

  
Page 34 
1)  It represents the unknown price of 1 

granola bar. 
2) The sum of the prices of Sam’s granola 

bars and Hayley’s granola bars. 
3) Yes; 2𝑏𝑏 and 5𝑏𝑏 are like terms because they 

have the same variable as a factor. 
4) 𝑏𝑏 
5) Explanations will vary. 

Page 38 
1) No; The variables in like terms must 

be exactly the same. 
2) Explanations will vary. 
3) Answers will vary.   
4) 2𝑠𝑠 + 3𝑠𝑠2 = (2 ∙ 𝑠𝑠) + (3 ∙ 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑠𝑠) = 𝑠𝑠(2 +

3𝑠𝑠) 
 

 

Page 39 
5) (a) Sample tiles: 

 
Yes, the expressions are equivalent.  Both 
models represent 3𝑠𝑠2. 
(b) Answers will vary. 

6) The expressions 6(2𝑎𝑎 + 4) and 12𝑎𝑎 + 24 
are equivalent. 

7) She did not substitute 2 for the third term, 
𝑥𝑥, in 3𝑥𝑥 + 6 + 𝑥𝑥. 

 

 Pages 40-41 
1) The expressions 5𝑛𝑛 + 9 +

𝑛𝑛 and 3(2𝑛𝑛 + 9) are not 
equivalent. 

2) A, B, and D; He added the 
lengths when he should 
have multiplied each 
length by the width of 6. 

3) (a) True, (b) True, (c) False, 
(d) True 

4) 𝑎𝑎 = 0.5 
5) B and D 

 Page 42 
(a), (b), and (d) are 
equivalent.  (c) and (e) 
are not equivalent to 
(a), (b), or (d).  They are 
also not equivalent to 
each other. 

 Page 43 
Explanations will vary. 
A. 𝑥𝑥 = 4 
B. 𝑦𝑦 = 600 
C. 𝑚𝑚 = 1 
D. 𝑡𝑡 = 0.01 
E. 𝑎𝑎 = 100 
F. 𝑝𝑝 = 16 
G. 𝑤𝑤 = 100 
H. 𝑏𝑏 = 1

50 
 

 

Pages 44-45 
1) Addition 
2) Subtraction 
3) Subtract 5 from 𝑥𝑥 + 5. 
4) Subtract 5 from 12. 
5) −5; −5; Subtract 5 from 

each side. 
+0;  7; Simplify. 
7; Add. 

6) (a) Subtraction             
(b) Division 
 

 
7) (a) 𝑥𝑥 = 6, (b) 𝑥𝑥 = 10 
8) No; Possible explanation: T 

solve the equation, Tim must 
add 2 to both sides. 

9) Answers will vary. 
(a) Possible answer: 𝑥𝑥 + 7 = 10 
(b) Possible answer: 𝑥𝑥 − 1

3 = 1
3 

10) No; Explanations will vary. 

 

Page 46 
1) Multiplication 
2) Division 
3) Divide 3𝑥𝑥 by 3 
4) Divide 9 by 3 
5) 3; 3; 𝑥𝑥 = 3; 

Simplify 

 

Page 47 
6) Pictures will vary.  Possible picture: 

 
7) (a) 𝑥𝑥 = 5, (b) 𝑥𝑥 = 8 
8) No; Explanations will vary. 
9) 𝑥𝑥 = 6; Explanations will vary. 
10) Possible answer: 

1
2 𝑥𝑥 = 4 

 

Page 48 
1)  All of the amounts less 

than 20 are solutions. 
2) Yes; −10 < 20 is true, 

so −10 is a solution. 
3) Possible answer: $25; 

25 < 20 is false, so $25 
is not a solution. 

4) There would be a 
closed circle at 15 and 
the shading would 
extend left from 15. 

 

Page 49 
1) Yes; 40 ≥ 40 is a true statement, 

so Leigh is tall enough. 
2) No; 38 is not on the shaded part 

on the graph. 
3) Yes; 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 40 is the same as 40 ≤ 𝑥𝑥. 
4) Possible answer: The graph 

shows that you need to be more 
than 40 inches tall to ride on the 
roller coaster. 

 

Page 50 
5) Let 𝑥𝑥 represent the amount you must spend; 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 10. 

 
6) No; 9.50 is between 8 and 10.  The point for 9.50 is not on the 

shaded line. 
7) 𝑥𝑥 ≥ −30, Yes: Possible explanation: -20 is greater than -30. 
8) 𝑥𝑥 < 6; Possible real-world situation: You must wear special winter 

clothing if the temperature is less than 6℉. 
9) I disagree; Explanations will vary. 
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Science 6th Grade Answer Key--Cells 

Graphic Organizer (possible answers) 
-Unicellular Organisms:  Bacteria Cell, Chicken Egg, baker’s yeast, paramecium, amoeba 

-Multicellular Organisms:  Bat, Tree, Human, Cat, hamster 

-Similarities:  Both are microscopic, Both are able to reproduce, Both have DNA 

Linking Literacy  
-Cells are the building blocks of life./Agree/Pg. 1, paragraph 2/Evidence:  All organisms are made up of one or more cells 

-All eukaryotic cells are made up of organelles./Agree/Pg. 2, paragraph 2/Evidence:  Inside all eukaryotic cells are 
specialized structures called organelles that carry out specific functions inside the cell. 

-Complex organisms are made of more than one cell./Agree/Pg. 2, paragraph 4/Evidence:  Scientists estimate the 
average adult human has somewhere between 10 and 100 trillion cells in their body! 

-Prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms have some similarities./Agree/Pg. 3, paragraph 3/Evidence:  Both have ribosomes 
in their cytoplasm. 

Math Connections 
-Q1:  Student answers will vary based on textbook, -Q2:  Student answers will vary based on notecards, -Q3:  Student 
answers will vary based on notebook paper, -Q4:  About 51%, -Q5:  0.55 mm, -Q6:  250 

Reading Science B 
-Q1:  Because it contains organelles, -Q2:  They do not have cells, -Q3:  The DNA is one endless loop, -Q4:  a thin, soft, 
pliable sheet of layer, -Q5:  before a nucleus 

Independent Practice 
Part I:  1.  Specialized/Within, 2.  Arrangement/Relationships/Parts/Complex, 3.  Specific/Structure, 4.  
Smallest/Life/Replicate/ Independently/Structural/Functional/Living, 5.  One, 6.  Two/More/Different/ 
Specialize/Functions, 7.  Cells/Basic/Living/Composed/Smallest/Other 

Part II:  1.  Multicellular, 2.  Unicellular, 3.  Multicellular, 4.  Multicellular, 5.  Unicellular, 6.  Unicellular, 7.  Unicellular, 8.  
Unicellular, 9.  Multicellular, 10.  Multicellular, 11.  Unicellular, 12.  Unicellular 

Concept Attainment Quiz 
-Q1:  Organism, -Q2:  Multicellular, -Q3:  Unicellular, -Q4:  Cell / -Q1:  A cell is the basic unit of life., -Q2:  All organisms 
are composed of cells., -Q3:  Multicellular organisms are composed of different kinds of cells., -Q4:  Cells from different 
parts of an organism have varying structures and functions. / -Q1:  Cells are the smallest unit that can be said to be alive, 
-Q2:  Answers will vary, but may include ideas such as identifying whether or not an organism is unicellular vs. 
multicellular or the components that are visible within the cells.  

Multiple Choice Assessment 
-Q1:  B, -Q2:  C, -Q3:  B, -Q4:  B, -Q5:  B 

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning 
-A virus is nonliving. 

-A virus cannot survive on its own.  It does not have all the parts that living things (cells) have.  It needs a host to survive. 

-All living things are made up of cells, which is the smallest unit that can be said to be alive.  An organism may consist of 
one single-cell(unicellular) or many different numbers and types of cells (multicellular).  Since a virus is not made of cells, 
it must be nonliving. 
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Science 6th Grade Answer Key—Anatomy of a Cell 

Graphic Organizer (possible answers) 
1. Mitochondria- breaks down sugars to release energy in a form usable by the cell, is the powerhouse of the cell; both, 
2. Chloroplast- converts light energy into chemical energy; plant  3. Cell membrane- a porous, thin structure that forms 
the outer surface of a cell and serves as a protective barrier; both  4. Cell wall- composed of cellulose, which forms a stiff 
and rigid structure; plant  5. Nucleus- contains the genetic material for reproduction and is responsible for controlling 
the activities of the cell; both 
 
Linking Literacy  
- Cell membrane- a porous, thin structure that forms the outer surface of a cell and serves as a protective barrier; both 
- Cell wall- composed of cellulose, which forms a stiff and rigid structure; plant 
- Chloroplast- converts light energy into chemical energy; plant 
- Cytoplasm- jelly-like material inside the outer membrane of a cell that holds the nucleus, organelles, and other 
components of the cell; both 
- Mitochondria- breaks down sugars to release energy in a form usable by the cell, is the powerhouse of the cell; both 
- Nucleus- contains the genetic material for reproduction and is responsible for controlling the activities of the cell; both 
- Vacuole- a large, water-filled organelle present in all plant and fungal cells and some animal and bacterial cells; both 
 
Math Connections 
-Nucleus- equation y = 2x + 10 if x = 2; Administration / -Chloroplast- equation y = 1/2x + 16 if x = 4; Solar panels / 
Cytoplasm- y = 7x + 3 if x = 3; Workshop / Mitochondria- y = 0.5x + 1 if x = 10; Energy Converter / Smooth endoplasmic 
reticulum- y = 3x + 9 if x = 6; Storeroom / Golgi Body- y = 5x + 8 if x = 3; Sorting room  

Reading Science B 
-Q1:  They are membrane bound organelles with a second, folded membrane inside to provide extra area for cellular 
respiration, -Q2:  They break down sugars to provide energy for the cell, -Q3:  All cells are surrounded by a cell 
membrane, -Q4:  DNA, -Q5:  Located within a cell 

Independent Practice 
1. B, nucleus;  2. E, mitochondria;  3. J, cell membrane;  4. H, chloroplast;  5. I, cell wall  /  Mystery words: Cell, Organelles 

Concept Attainment Quiz 
-Q1:  Chloroplast, -Q2:  Cell membrane, -Q3:  Nucleus, -Q4:  Mitochondrion, -Q5:  Organelle / -Q1:  The cell wall provides 
support and rigidity to cells allowing plants to stand upright, Q2:  Animal cells do not have a cell wall or chloroplast, but 
plant cells do, Q3:  Every organelle has a specific function, Q4:  The nucleus contains the genetic material within a cell / 
Q1:  Both chloroplasts and mitochondria provide energy for the plant cell, Q2:  The rigid, rectangular shape cell walls of 
plant cells give them a defined shape while the flexible cell membranes of animal cells do not.  

Multiple Choice Assessment 
-Q1:  D, -Q2:  D, -Q3:  A, -Q4:  B, -Q5:  B   

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning 
-Organelles are a part of a larger system that performs specific functions.  These functions are necessary to the whole 
cell, and each organelle performs a function that other parts of the system do not perform. 

-Cells are made of organelles.  The cell membrane controls what enters and leaves the cell.  The mitochondria break 
down nutrients into energy.  The nucleus controls the cell. 

-Organelles carry out basic functions of the cell.  The nucleus functions as a control center.  The processing of 
information in a cell is done by regulatory networks and pathways that span the entire cell.  The organelles perform the 
tasks for the cell’s survival.  Each cell function mentioned in the evidence is important. 
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6th Grade Social Studies Learning Packet Answer Key 
Using Geography Skills 

1. England, France, Holy Roman Empire 
2. Leon, Castille, Navarre, Aragon, Muslim Territory 

 
Roles in the Feudal System (Completed) 

King Lord Vassal Peasant Serf 

Chief feudal lord but 
only in name, like a 
figurehead 
  

Could field greater 
armies than the king, 
which protected the 
vassals and 
peasants; 
administered the 
estate, made money, 
and levied taxes 
  

Given land from the 
lord in return for 
loyalty to the lord; 
agreed to serve the 
lord whatever was 
needed, such as 
feeding the lord and 
his family when they 
traveled 

Worked the land; 
poor; were free on 
Sunday and went to 
the markets 
  
 

 
 

Also known as villain; 
was bound to the 
lord for life; had no 
rights or freedom 

 

Write It Out (Magna Carta) 
a. June 15, 1215 in Runnymeade, England                 b.  A group of 13th Century barons 
c. King John. 40 nobles who rebelled against him       d. Pope Innocent III. He nullified it 10 weeks after it was signed.                  
e.  Avoid a civil war       f. Inspired Americans, embedded ideals into Constitution and Bill of Rights 

 

The Black Death (Completed) 
Introduction ● The Black Death began in the East 

● The Black Death occurred in 1348 and lasted for 3 years 
● 25%-50% of the population was lost 
● The bubonic plague infected fleas attach to rats, then bite humans and spread, victims have lesions 

and tumors, life expectancy was about 1 week 
● Pneumonic plague attacked the respiratory system and spread by breathing the air, life expectancy 

was about 1-2 days 
● Septicemic plague attacked the bloodstream 

The Signs of 
Impending 
Death 

● A gush of blood from the nose 
● Swellings in the groin or under the armpit 
● Tumors grew to the size of a small apple or an egg 
● The symptoms changed and black or purple spots appeared on the arms or thighs or any other part of 

the body, sometimes a few large ones, sometimes many little ones. 

Varying 
Reactions to 
Disaster 

● People formed small communities and isolated themselves from one another. 
● Some drank and visited taverns and went about with their lives, while others abandoned their homes 

and moved away. 

The Breakdown 
of the Social 
Order 

● The Black Death killed many people.  
● People avoided one another and often left the sick to die in their homes.  
● Families were torn apart and towns and villages were abandoned as well. 

Mass Burials 
  

● The lower and middle classes were left for dead, decaying in their homes.  
● Due to lack of space, mass graves were built to put bodies in. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Geography Skills 
1. Vikings 
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How did people in the 14th Century understand the Black Death? 
         Sourcing and Contextualization        Doc A: Paris Medical Faculty                                  Doc B: Ibn al-Wardi  

1. Who wrote this document? Medical faculty at University of Paris An Arab writer, philosopher, historian 

2. When and where was this 
document written? 

1348, Paris 1349, Middle East 

3. Why was this document 
written? 

To describe origins of Bubonic Plague &  
Give advice on how not to get it 

To describe the effects of the plague on Allepo, 
Syria 

4. Do you think people in 
1348 trusted and believed 
these authors?  

yes yes 

      

 
Close Reading and Corroboration         Doc A: Paris Medical Faculty                        Doc B: Ibn al-Wardi 
5. Where did the plague 
originate? 

India 
 

Land of Darkness 
 

6. What or who caused the 
plague? 

Constellations  God’s command 
 

7. Doc A: What should people have done to try to prevent or cure the 
plague?                                 
Protect themselves from the air, burn chamomile, don’t go out at night, 
don’t fast 

Doc B: How did people try to prevent or cure the 
plague?          
Eating dried or sour foods, perfumed their homes, 
wore ruby rings  

Final Questions 
1) How do these documents illustrate how people understood the “Black Death”? 

They only understood it according to where they lived. 
2) List 2-3 questions you still have about the “Black Death” or how people understood it? 

Answers will vary 
 3) What types of documents might you examine to try and answer these questions?  
 Encyclopedias, textbooks, primary sources – answers will vary 
 
Write It Out (Crusades) 
Answers will vary 

Split-Page Notes – The Printing Press (Completed) 
What was first printed?  books - Bibles and Latin books 

 indulgences 

In what ways did the 
printing press preserve 
the past? 

 disseminated revived classical teachings to large populations 
 ability to print materials in different languages further extended access to learning 
 people who had never even seen books now had access to knowledge 

How did the printing 
press stimulate interest in 
exploration? 

 Columbus’ letter reached masses of people 
 People learned about places they never knew existed  
 People began to think more about exploring outside of Europe 

To what extent did the 
printing press facilitate 
change? 
  

 lowered cost of books make them more available to average people 
 “lost wisdom” was rediscovered 
 people weren’t as reliant on copying and memorizing to preserve the past 
 people were able to share information across large areas in a shorter time; this helped gain 

support of reform movements 
 cities with printing presses grew more rapidly than other cities 
 printing provided access to knowledge and skills that supported merchant efforts in business 

 
Write It Out (Printing Press) 
Answers will vary 
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